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Introduction
The Write Touch is published annually by the Council Bluffs Community School District in cooperation with the
Council Bluffs Optimist Club. Students in the Council Bluffs Community Schools, Lewis Central Community
Schools, Saint Albert Catholic Schools, Heartland Christian School, Children’s Square U.S.A., and Iowa School for
the Deaf are invited to submit entries.
The Council Bluffs Community School District, The Lewis Central Community School District, Saint Albert
Catholic Schools, Heartland Christian School, Children’s Square U.S.A. and Iowa School for the Deaf provide
instruction and encouragement to young writers and artists. It is our desire to share their original written work
(with editor rights) and original artwork with school patrons and citizens of Council Bluffs.
The selection of literary works to be published is determined each year by a panel of judges from The Council Bluffs
Optimist Club. Area art teachers selected the student art work that is showcased. In addition to selecting the
writers to include in this journal, the Optimists also hold a breakfast in the students’ honor in May of each year.
The students who are published are also honored by receiving a plaque of recognition at the breakfast. Parents and
teachers of the students are recognized as well.
We hope that you enjoy this literary magazine and that you remember the citizens of this community who have
made this production possible.
Dr. Jason Plourde
Director of Secondary Education
Council Bluffs Community School District

Roger Williams
The Council Bluffs Optimist Club

(The Write Touch can be accessed online at the Council Bluffs Community School District’s website at
www.cb-schools.org, under ‘District’, then ‘Student Achievement.’)
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The Time Stryker Died
Kendall Gibbs

6th Grade, Kirn Middle School
One day we all will come to an end, our pets too. A beloved pet of mine was more than just a pet, he
was a friend, a best friend. What happened to him, I will never forget.
My horse Stryker was getting old and was walking funny. I would always go out in the pasture and feed
him carrots whenever I could. And when I did, I didn’t need a rope to get him, nor did I need anything. All
I needed was love. So every time I gave him a carrot, I gave him a kiss too. When we were both younger, we
would go on walks together without a rope. We would just walk together down my gravel road, and
sometimes we would play in the field.
But, one day I found a cut on Stryker’s leg. I thought something had scratched him. My mom and I
called the vet and he told us that it was an abscess, and he wrapped it with a cloth. “You have to treat it
everyday. Put this cream on and wrap it with this cloth,” the vet said.
But, the cut wasn’t getting better, it just got bigger… I think the time had come that his life needed to
come to an end. The vet had given us an option to put him down. My mom and I did not want to make
him suffer.
I cried for months, but I was happy, because I knew he was in a better place now. While he was alive, he
made many friends, and I know that he will make people happy in heaven. And even better, he made me
smile, and taught me how life will have to come to an end.
R.I.P Stryker.

Apology Letter
Caitlin Weber

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
Dear Eraser,
I just wanted to write you a little note to say I’m sorry. All you tried to do was erase my mistake, and
I guess I just snapped. I thought you corrected me too much. I thought you would make every mark I made
vanish. But little pieces of you have stuck in my mind, and I can’t seem to brush them off. I’ve gone crazy in
the “lead,” wishing you would forgive me. Wishing everything would be like it used to be. When we first
met, you rubbed me the wrong way. But after time, I found out how wonderful you were. We’ve been a
team ever since. My only question is, “wood” you ever forgive me?
Love,
Pencil
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Super Star

Fatima Leiva
8th Grade, Lewis Central Middle School

Falling

Bailey Christensen

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
A new town, a new school, a new family, and dead parents. Could things get any worse? The answer to
my question, dear reader, is obviously no. I’ve been forced to move to Coldwater, Maine after the double
homicide of both my parents. Now I’m living with my mom’s family, my aunt, and her three children.
It’s midwinter. The roads are icy and wet, and my caseworker can barely keep the wheels on the road. I
press my nose against the frosty window. I can see the bluffs fade into the fog - where sharp rocks and ice-cold
waves must wait below.
I rush through the introductions of my new family, and finally, finally, I was in complete silence, laying
in my bed. I buried myself into the thick comforter and stared off into the looming darkness. This couldn’t be
happening. This was a dream, right? I even pinched myself a couple times with my eyes closed. But when I
opened my eyes, I was still gazing into the darkness of my new bedroom
As the boredness consumed me, I climbed out the window onto the roof. The moonlight shone down
through the misty air. I could make out the pink hydrangeas in the greenhouse below. I could almost cry. Pink
hydrangeas had been Mom’s favorite flower.
I eased forward to get a closer look at the flowers, even though I should’ve have probably gone inside
before I caught frostbite. Even though the shingles were slicker than the long, flat roads. Even though I could
no longer feel my fingers. I leaned forward.
Suddenly, my grip on the roof faltered, and I slid closer and closer to the edge. Scrabbling for a grip, I
couldn’t do anything to alert anyone. I was so frightened I couldn’t even scream.
Then, I was falling.
I was falling, falling, falling, and falling.
Towards the ground. Into someone’s arms. It was the neighbor boy, I think. I hadn’t met him yet. I
hear him speak to me.
“It’s okay. You’re okay. I caught you.”
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Him

Ashlynn Wiley
10th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School

His green eyes and dark brown hair sparkle in the sun
He walks so gracefully
Carefully placing his feet with each step
Something catches his eye
I try to place his attention back to me without success
He’s focused
I watch as he stalks toward the mysterious object
He reaches under a bag to discover what he saw was not there
He gives up and comes back to sit with me
I hold him close and smile
As he looks up at me, I kiss him on the head
I can hear his purring
Oh how I love my cat

Snow

Grace Phillips
8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
I did not understand why snow was thought of as bad
A dirty layer of frozen water
It lay like a blanket over the dead grass of autumn
Why was it dreaded?
I did not understand
I did not understand why such beauty
was looked at in the worst way possible
I saw the glistening snowflakes
that fell from the sky
I saw the red berries, frosted over,
as they dangled down from the trees
I saw the tracks from mysterious animals
they would use my yard as their walking path
I saw the different shapes and sizes of the
light, icy, white, flakes
as they came down upon our numb tongues
I saw elegance
I saw the true purpose of snow.
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Portrait of Liz
Chau Pham

12th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools

Great Grandma
Karli Milner

11th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School
It was freshman year. I was sitting in Mrs.
Kvammen’s math class, and my phone started ringing.
Great Grandma had been sick for a while, so when it was
my Mom’s name that popped up, I was instantly in tears.
Mom told me Great Grandma didn’t have very long left
and so mom was coming to get me. I don’t remember
what happened on the way out of the classroom and all
the way to the car, but I’ll never forget the look on my
mom’s face when I sat down. She was so distraught and
sad; I had never see her like that. I cried the whole way to
the hospital, and I remember thinking that I had to be
strong for everyone. I wiped my tears away as we stepped
into the room.
I was shocked at the number of people that were
there. I noticed my great aunt from Minnesota and
everyone from my close family, and I was holding up just
fine . . . until I actually looked at Great Grandma. She
looked happy, and that is still something I don’t
understand. I burst into tears at the sight of her frail,
discolored body (so much for being strong). She looked so tiny in that big hospital bed, but her familiar
smile made me feel almost at home.
I remembered running from Wilson to her house every day after school in hopes of getting there in
time (3 o’clock) to watch Ellen with her. I can still hear her saying, “Don’t you just love to watchher dance?
I know I do.” We would eat mini-marshmallows and peanuts in Dixie cups covered in owls. One day, she
taught me how to make her (not-so) famous egg salad with her secret ingredient. Even now, sometimes I can
still hear her voice in my head.
Th e one thing Great Grandma always wanted more than anything was to be home with the whole
family for Thanksgiving, and in her death that is what she accomplished. We were all sitting around her
laughing and telling stories. My mom was drinking wine, and Great Grandma was confused and thought it
was morning and said, “Maren, you’re such a wino,” and we all laughed and laughed until we forgot how
sad we were.
I convinced my mom that I needed to stay the night so I could comfort my grandma through the
night, and I am so lucky that she let me. We were lying in bed and I decided I wanted to go check on GG.
As soon as I felt her hand, I could tell she had passed. I never told anyone, but I just sat there with her hand
in my hand for I don’t even know how long. I talked to her and told her all of the things I was sorry for and
wished I would have done for her and that I loved her so much.
The next morning I told my grandma before she could find out for herself, and then there I was
again trying to be the strong one. I held her while she cried and cried and cried, and all I could think was,
“Great Grandma, I’m glad you lived the life you deserved. You will be missed. We love you.”
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The Most Beautiful Thing Ever Seen
Camila Luther

12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
Ask me what’s the most beautiful thing I’ve ever seen, and I’ll give you an unexpected answer. My
answer is not going to be the pyramids in Egypt, the Eiffel Tower in Paris, snorkeling in the Red Sea, or
perhaps the smile of my first love. My answer would be monks. The monks I saw and met in Thailand.
Most of all people would disagree with me, because when you see a monk, beauty isn’t the very first thought
that popped into your mind. It’s sad how people are used to searching with their eyes for beauty, when the
most beautiful thing you’ll ever see, can’t be seen with your eyes but felt and seen with your heart.
Monks don’t own anything but themselves. That’s the consequence of being a monk. If you want to
serve God, you have to give up everything you have. Monks are solitary. They choose to leave the
mainstream society, and live their life in prayers and contemplation. The monks live in peace and harmony,
and they put everyone before themselves. Monks have a pure soul, which means that the soul is not under
the influence of the material energy of this material world. Instead the soul is back in its original
constitutional position of a spiritual being who has a eternal relationship with God. A monk chooses not to
try to become a man of success, but rather try to become a man of value.
Monks should be an inspiration for the people of the modern world. They were absolutely my life’s
best inspiration. We hear about abuse, hunger, lack of freedom, poverty, and overall cruelty against human
beings in other countries. We start feeling lucky for what we have but on the daily basis we complain about
meaningless stuff. Therefore we tend to forget how lucky we actually are, and we tend to forget about the
true values in life. We watch the world without seeing it, we are aware about all the cruelty, but we would
rather be unaware. Humans are screaming for help, and we hear them but without listening. We don’t want
them to disturb or make disharmony in our own perfect, imaginary world.
People often misunderstand the value. Value often combines with a higher price tag, but you get
better quality. However, that’s not always the case. It depends on how you understand the word value. If
you think value is about worth and a cost or price, you’re correct, and you think the same way as most of the
people. If you think value is about something much more than what money can buy, you’re blessed with a
mindset like that. In this case value is not a thing you can touch and feel with your hands. Value is
something spiritual you can touch and feel with your heart. Value is your character, and it’s all controlled by
your mind and not by money. Some of the values are respect, honesty, loyalty, welcoming, friendship,
empathy, and love. Whether you think value is a price or character of a person, they have something in
common. You have to earn it. And trust me it’s worth it.
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The Retelling of the Black Angel
Dean Showers

11th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School
Once upon a time in the heavens above lived an angel named Gothemile. She was the trusted advisor to God, the
keeper of records of the living and the dead and also had the power to either heal or kill people. One day she asked
God if she could go down to Earth and see humankind in person rather than reading them in records. At first God
didn’t know if he should since in the past humans could not be trusted and were savages but decided that she could
if she didn’t have any human contact and mess with the order of humankind. If she did, darkness would wrap
around her heart, and she would be trapped in a unbreakable cage. She promised she wouldn’t do any of the sorts
and soon set out to Earth, to a town called Council Bluffs.
She soon arrived in Council Bluffs, invisible to humankind. She strolled through the town of Council Bluffs just as
the bell tower rang at noon. As the day progressed, she learned new things from the humans like food, different
cultures, and different technology. Soon it was 6:00 pm, almost dusk when she decided to leave and head up back to
heaven. Suddenly, someone screamed at the Fairview Cemetery. Gothemile swooped toward the graveyard to find a
woman dead on ground while her attacker ran to the exit of the graveyard. With so much fury and rage,
Gothemile’s eyes turned red and pointed to the attacker. Her shadow disappeared and then reappeared in front of
the attacker grabbing hold of him and dragging him into the darkness of night never to be seen again. As her
shadow returned to her side, she sat next to the woman's body and started to sing a song, “Turn back the clock, give
her strength, give her life, a life for another, give back what was once was hers.” Soon the woman awoke with gleam
in her eyes of life and soon walked
home. Gothemile was pleased, but
suddenly her heart was in pain and
then her shadow wrapped around
her turning her into stone. In her
last breath she echoed “A life for
another” and then turned into
stone.
Today, Gothemile stands in the
Fairview Cemetery keeping a
watchful eye on us, trapped in the
unbreakable cage that we call a
statue. She is now known as “The
Black Angel.”

What Lies Beneath
Praewa Towsajja

12th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
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Hard of Hearing
DeAnnette White

11th Grade, Iowa School for the Deaf
Hard of hearing is just another label
Always speak for yourself
Rely on an interpreter and note taker
Do not give up your dream

Military Time

Natalie Cochrane
12th Grade, Lewis Central High School
09:00 hours, she awakes; he’s coming home today
10:00 hours, she cleans the house and wakes the kids
11:00 hours, she sends the kids to play outside
12:00 hours, she waits impatiently in the living room
13:00 hours, she starts to pace awaiting her love
14:00 hours, she helps the kids take baths

Only you, can be the best advocate for yourself
Friends and family will be your support system
Hearing with my aid on; deaf with my aid off
Evaluating a situation with no sound can be difficult
Always tell people what you really feel
Read lips
Inspire others
Never give up
Go for it!

15:00 hours, her world changed forever
15:15 hours, a man came to the door
15:16 hours, he knocks loudly; echoing in the house
15:17 hours, her heart races as she opens the door
15:18 hours, the man tells the tragic news
15:19 hours, her heart breaks into rigid pieces
16:00 hours, she tells a fib to her kids; daddy got sick
17:00 hours, she’s still sobbing on the floor
18:00 hours, she calls her family to tell them
19:00 hours, she tries to get herself together
20:00 hours, she finds herself looking at his photo
21:00 hours, she puts the kids to bed and sobs once more
22:00 hours, she thinks about the good times
22:15 hours, she tells herself she needs to be strong
22:16 hours, she looks through all their pictures together
22:17 hours, she thinks about how all this could happen
22:18 hours, she thinks about how the army could let this happen
22:19 hours, she falls asleep crying; hoping she’d wake up from this nightmare
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Lantern For Our Future
Sydney Conaway

10th Grade, Lewis Central High School

Invisible Illness
Elizabeth Retikis

11th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
I look normal
I look just fine
I smile through the pain, hoping no one can tell
People will believe what they see,
To them feelings are skin deep
But you can’t always see the invisible disease
People who are just like me
They look normal
They look fine
They smile through the pain so they won’t be judged
Before you determine that
I am normal
I am fine
Just remember, everyone is battling something you can’t see
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Global Warming
Dalton Borden

12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
Everyone has heard of global warming. Many people just look the other way and figure it doesn’t
concern them. With holes created in the ozone layer, heat waves are more common as well as smog pollution
being created. Smog pollution is especially dangerous to people with asthma. Asthma, bronchitis and
allergies are also on the rise due to global warming. It does concern you. With heat waves, bigger storms, and
spread of disease due to the longer warm months, global warming will not be ignored. Three aspects that
changed global warming were transportation, deforestation and factories.
The major contribution to global warming is deforestation. Deforestation is the process of cutting
down all the trees in a forest. In the article American Forests, “Three to six billion trees are cut down per
year, almost 18 million acres, about the size of Panama” (American Forests). The majority of the trees are
removed to open more land for people to build on. In Worland’s s article he says, “Trees can absorb up to
48lbs. of carbon dioxide per year and can sequester one ton of CO2 by the time it reaches 40” (Worland).
It takes about 17 trees to produce the amount of oxygen that an average adult uses in a day and it takes 20
trees to consume the amount of carbon dioxide an adult exhales. By cutting down 6 billion trees that is
enough to absorb 300 million people releasing carbon dioxide. As long as deforestation continues, more
greenhouse gases will not be able to get absorbed by the trees. Therefore the air being less clean, people will
get sick, as well as contributing to the rise in smog pollution and making global warming worse.
Everybody can and should contribute to help stop pollution. Don’t litter, recycle what is possible,
turn electronics off when they aren’t being used, and carpool or walk when possible. Simple actions can be
taken in order to do your part in helping. Without an end to pollution more holes in the ozone layer will
occur, causing the temperatures to rise and for more smog pollution.

The Greenhouse
Grace Phillips

8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
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Opening Night
Molly Higgins

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
When I was in Guys and Dolls, I rehearsed with my fellow cast members all through July and
August, but nothing compared to what we rehearsed for- that magical night in September when the
musical opened for the public. I was so excited, I practically skipped through the back door of the
theater after my mom dropped me off. The air was filled with the smell of an old building and the
love and excitement only theater kids know. I was in a small changing room primping with the other
dancer girls, making sure our hair, costumes and makeup were just right.
It felt like forever, waiting in the green room until 10 minutes before the top of the show, when I
joined with some other cast members in a prayer. We all held hands in a circle and prayed for our
show’s success, and that we would all do our best and have fun. Then we went up to the dark
backstage area; the minutes until the top of the show were counting down fast. Everyone was
giggling and hugging and saying things like “I’m so excited!” “I love you guys!” and “I hope we do a
good job!” The stage manager strictly reminded us that we had to be silent, so we were (sort of).
Before we knew it, the overture of the show began, the heavy curtains rolled open, the lights shined
onto the stage, my heart pounded in anticipation, and I proudly walked out onto the stage, smiling
into the bright stage lights in the face of a brand new audience in a brand new show.

Strawberry Dragon
Hunter Hale

12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
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Untitled

Madison Nymann

10th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School

How Did I Get Here?
Chris Young

11th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
How did I get here? I don’t want to die here. Yet I am
sickly immobilized with this urge that is slowly hijacking my
body leaving a bloodshy tormentor of my own people. Slowly
putting a stop to the evolution of the human race. But my life
ends here. I can already feel the clumps of viruses encoding
my brain to be a zombie to follow the will of the parasite
overlords in my head, forcing me to eat flesh. I, the puppet to
this new master of my mind. I cannot even move to stop my
brain from turning to goo! This thing still digging into me
like an all-you-can-eat buffet.
If I hadn’t left, if I just listened to Sarah... Sarah, we
grew up together before the outbreak happened... We were in
school when the infection reached Iowa. We spent the first
few days with a group of kids... just trying to find anyone
alive, not really expecting anything, the mall, grocery store,
nobody, anywhere, until we found safety.
Her parents were there, but my family, especially my
little brother, Drake, were not. She wanted me to stay, but
there was a chance Drake was out there. I needed to do
anything to find him, but if I listened to her... we might... and
I might not... it’s too late, I cannot go out with regrets! I was
right, if Drake was out there... I had to find him even if that means giving my life to find my brother. It’s
worth it. Now I’m dying in my old house. Whether I want to or not, I am dying. It feels like all my life I
have been fighting to survive, and now I am what I have been fighting. Oh god, I don’t want to die, please,
someone... save me...please.
What was that? A crack! Who? C’mon turn your head and look! At least open your mouth, ask for
help!
“H-h-help.”
Was I heard? crying? Is that...
“Drake!”
I’m struggling to my knees; he’s here! What’s this? Oh no. My insides... Drake is screaming in tears,
but I’m losing sound, must be the virus.
I open my mouth one last time, “Drake... M-Metro... politan college, sanctuary, Take my map...
stay clear... of zoo.”
I wish he didn’t, but he does have to drudge this unforgiving world alone until he gets to safety.
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My Hero

Cancer Survivor

8th Grade, Wilson Middle School

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School

You are probably thinking someone who wears a
cape is a hero. But my mom doesn't wear a cape. She’s a
hero without one.
My mom is my hero because she stood by my side
through everything. I have pseudotumor cerebri, and she
stood by my side while I was in the hospital. I have had
four spinal taps in the last three months and she stood by
my side through it all, along with my doctor appointments
that I have. I found out that I don't need any more meds
for it.
She also helps me through my school work and
my emotions. I had a lot of problems last year in 7th grade.
She helped me through all of it.
My mom has a tumor along with brain cancer.
She also has two other kids. She takes care of us after what
she has been through. My mom got married October 23,
2010. Her surgery was November 23, 2010. e doctor
said she had 50% chance of living or dying. So my dad
married her. She lived through it. ree years after that
they got divorced. My mom is a single parent with three
children with barely any help from my dad, but she still
works for us so we have what we need. My mom has one
child with bipolar. e other one has reactive airway
disease. So she has a handful with us and what she has.
My mom has a personality of a bunch of things.
My mom has one personality that is for all of us monsters
(she calls us that). She is very overprotective of us. I bet
every mother would be over protective. e other
personalities are that she is very loving to us, so she makes
sure we know that she loves us a lot. Every mother would,
but my mom is di erent. ere are risks. She is always
caring for us. For example, when my siblings and I say
nothing is wrong but there is, we just won`t tell her. But
she nds out. Once she does she tells us don't let it bother
us, like I said.
My mom is my hero. All those things are why I
love her.

“Bang , Bang,” twenty-one gun shots red into
the air, people were crying, I saw the ag getting folded
and handed to my great grandma, not knowing what to
think. So I just stood there remembering all the good times
me and my grandpa had even though he lived far away.
I remember every summer my mom’s side of the
family went to Arkansas to visit both my great grandma
and great grandpa. Every time we went there it was a new
fantastic and fun memory! I could tell my grandpa savored
every single moment like it was the last. Every time we left
we were always scared it would be our last time leaving
because cancer doesn't care about time, loved ones, or
memories.
I remember every time we were there we were
always doing something and never taking a rest! I
remember tubing with my great grandpa's boat. It was a
ton of fun for everyone. I remember we sometimes sat
around to talk and eat, but we would always be talking on
what to do next. Usually I don’t like sitting around on
vacations, but I was willing to make an exception, because
I knew he wouldn't be sticking around for a long time.
What I loved the most about my grandpa is that
he was there for every memory. I couldn't think of one
memory in Arkansas without him in it. e amazing part
about it was that he was doing all that stu with cancer!
I remember when I was at school just playing
outside when I saw my grandma and sister walking
towards me. "What's wrong?" I remember me asking
apprehensively. at's when I got the news my great
grandpa had passed away. It felt like my heart dropped and
landed with a big BOOM! I remember sitting on my
grandma's couch and trying to process what happened.
at's when my mom and dad walked in the
door to pick me up. My mom's eyes were red from crying.
I knew from that point on it wouldn't be the same.
As they folded the ag and handed it to my great
grandma, everyone started to calm down. I don’t want
anyone to forget him and the amazing stu he did with
cancer! He taught us to live life to the fullest because you
never know how long you have.

Emma Mueller

Nathaniel Townsend
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Hands

Paige Rodewald
7th Grade, Lewis Central Middle School

Spring Wind
Brigit Geiver

8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
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The flowers sway in the hurried burst of spring wind.
The glassy water, reflective in a birdbath,
ripples in the wind and alarms the birds, they fly away,
to warn others with shrill whistles.
Spring wind whirls back around in a flurry, to swirl up feathers
left behind in the new spring grass.
She swirls the fresh spring scent into every backyard, the unique smell of pollen,
tree buds, green grass, all mixed for a spring perfume.
Hair is whiplashed across faces as spring wind quickens
and whisks away stray strands.
With renewed gusto she takes up the seeds
of oak, birch, maple, and buckeye.
She is the greatest help of all,
to replant in place of our destruction, and to give spring new life.
The flowers sway in the hurried burst of spring wind.

Travel Through Friendship
Kyle Vanroekel

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
Have you ever wondered why friendships happen? Especially the weirdest friendship you can think
of, like me and my best friend Max. This was my first friend , and he taught me about friendship.
It was a nice day outside, and I was sitting in a tree admiring the view. I have always been the bird
with no friends. Always by myself. Nobody really talks to me, and everybody else just bullies me because I
am not popular.
WHAM! Suddenly, I was knocked from the tree. I felt as if I was falling in slow motion. Abruptly
my back hit the firm ground, and I heard every bird laughing. Out of nowhere I heard a loud bark and
flapping wings were everywhere. I then blacked out.
When I woke up, I was no longer outside. I was in some sort of house. I got up with my bad red
wing tucked behind me and all messed up to see where I was.
“ Oh Crap” The words just slipped from my mouth as I was looking into the eyes of one big pit bull.
“You were knocked out, bud. You got thrown from a tree by a bunch of birds and you were just
laying there. Knocked out with a broken wing.”
I was beyond confused. I looked at him and said, “Then where am I?”
“I brought you in my house. You were lying on the ground, helpless, and I didn't want them to
come back and mess with you.”
“Wow,” I had whispered. “You saved me.” He just looked at me with a grin.
Over the next few days, my new dog friend Max took care of me. He fed me after finding out what I
ate. He helped me with my wing and got to know all about me. It was nice to have someone who took the
time to get to know me.
Finally the day came when Max said, "Well, I want you to get back out in the world and learn how
to fly again. While I am training you, we will be outside, and I will protect you from all of the other birds. I
want them to know that you
are okay, and you have made a
friend that is a dog. They will
all be scared to even come near
you.” I agreed and took the
offer he gave me. The next day
he helped me start to fly.
Max had taught me
how friendship works, but even
better than just teaching me
how it worked, he actually gave
me a friendship. It doesn't
matter if you are different from
one another. The only thing
that matters is having a friend
that really cares about you.

Untitled

Alissa Prior
10th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School
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Princess

Shyla Ellison
12th Grade, Lewis Central High School
I’m not asking for a knight in shining armor.
I don’t need you to slay my dragons. I can slay them on my own.
What I do need is for you to be there to hold my hand when I get scared.
For you to whisper Everything will be okay. You can do this, as I squeeze where our skin meets,
a silent thank you because words are too much and they’re getting caught in my throat,
unable to break past the lock on my lips.
I need you there to put an arm around my
waist to help me stay up when the weight
of my own existence is too much to bear.
When my legs become boneless and I
can’t keep myself from sinking to the floor
alone.
I need you there,
I need you to stand by my side and teach
me how to help myself.
What I don’t need is for you to save me.
It may be hard as hell, but I have done
just fine on my own.
If what you’re looking for is a damsel in
distress, try the next tower.
I’m no longer your princess.
I don’t want you,
wait,
I don’t need you to save me,
because you can bet that I’m gonna save
myself.
I will slay my own dragons,
even if I burn.

Eurus

Kendal Bainbridge
12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
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Sisters and Brothers by
Heart, Not by Blood
McKenna Plambeck

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
Some people think that sisters and
brothers have to be related by blood, but that’s
not exactly true. The world is filled with people
that are related to people by heart and not by
blood. One of those people is me. Even though
my siblings and I don’t have the same DNA, this
doesn’t change our relationship. They are my
brother and sister by heart and not by blood.
When I was about three, my mom and dad
adopted an eleven month old girl named Brook
and a three year old boy named Jaxson. When we
adopted them it was so different and a little hard
for me because when it was just me I got pretty
much everything. When they came, it was
different. It was so different because then I didn’t
always get what I wanted, and I also had to share
my toys. But most of all I had to share my parents
who were making these new kids feel loved.
Over the years we have fought a lot, but
we need the bad times to enjoy the good times
and, to be honest, all siblings fight. Now Brook is
in 5th grade and Jaxson is in 7th with me. It can
be hard to have to deal with him all the time, but
I would rather do that than anything else. My
sister is my best friend, and I don’t know what I
would do without her because she makes me keep
going. She is an angel in my eyes. I always tell my
brother Jaxson that he has me and I am the best
sister ever, and then he says,” I don’t know about
that.” But he is messing around. They help me get
through the thickest and thinnest times even if it
isn’t always easy.

They are my brother and sister, and they
are my friends. Together, we are ready to face
whatever the world sends. The first time I saw
them they didn’t have my eyes or smile, but from
the first moment I saw them they had my heart.
Jaxson and Brook are so much more than siblings
to me. They love m e like a dad, annoy me like a
sister, care for me like a mom, and support me
like a friend. I am glad that they got a chance to
see the real word. I love them so much and I am
so glad they are mine.

Beauty

Veronica Svajgl
8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools

Beauty comes from within
Pink and Orange mixing perfectly
Summer has brought out the beauty in flowers
Hearing the little critters scurrying around
Soft beauty coming out of sharp ugly leaves
One little flower in the world
but blossoming big in a picture
Beauty comes out in its own little ways
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The Rodeo Mishap
Braden Mohr

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
Bailey and Drake are sitting in the car headed to Carson, Iowa for the biggest rodeo
around. It is a long five hours with Bailey sleeping, snoring, and farting.
“We’re here!” Drake exclaims. “Time to get up, Bailey.”
She wakes up, and they go and check Drake in at the announcer's booth.
“And your name is?” asks the announcer.
“My name is Drake. I’m riding Betsy the Bull.”
“How old are ya son?” asks the announcer.
Worriedly Drake says, “Twelve.”
“Holy cow! Isn’t that a little young to be riding Betsy the Bull?” exclaims the announcer.
“Uh, yes, sir.”
Bailey is sitting with Drake’s parents. She is eating popcorn, chatting with them when her
name is announced to go to the announcer’s booth.
“How would you like to sing The Star Spangled Banner?” asks the announcer.
“Yes, I would be delighted to!” exclaims Bailey.
She sings The Star Spangled Banner and the rodeo starts. Now it’s the mutton bustin’ where
the kids ride the sheep.
“Oh my goodness!” says Bailey. “They’ re so cute!”
The crowd is going wild, the dust is flying, and out comes the saddle broncs. They’re
bucking, snorting, and kicking dirt everywhere.
“This is getting wild!” says the announcer. “I love it!”
The broncs with no saddles come out , and then there is a thirty-minute break. Finally, the
moment Drake, Bailey, and his family have been waiting for – the bulls! Drake’s name is announced,
and Bailey is on the edge of her seat.
“Five, four, three, two, one,” exclaims the announcer. “You did it!”
But the twelve-year-old boy can’t get off Betsy the Bull. The bullfighters are swinging their
colors around trying to get the bull to settle down. Betsy the Bull bucks Drake off and steps on him
in the rib cage. They get Betsy back in the pen, and the ambulance comes to take Drake to the
hospital.
They arrive at the hospital, and he is really down and angry. Bailey walks into the room, and
he cheers up and has a smile from ear to ear. She tells Drake he had the winning score and won a
million dollars. He knew that he wouldn’t be able to do any more riding in rodeos.
“Thanks for being there for me Bailey. You make my day when I get to see you!” said a
blushing Drake.
“No problem,” said Bailey.
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The Memories We Make
Rebekah Albright

12th Grade, Thomas Jefferson High School
Days are getting longer, while the temperature is getting hotter. These long days are turning into
very fast memories. The time we have with our friends and family is not valued as much as it should be. We
are taking these long ventured nights for granted. Because one day, this will just be a memory of the past.
We need to start living in the moment. Remembering every last detail. From football games, to
going to the movies, to even just hanging around a fire. These are the days we might not remember every
second of. But, it is something we cherish dearly. One of the best memories I have of high school was being
able to stay out late doing crazy things with my best friends. Having the feeling that going home was not an
option and to feel that the night is endless.
Living in the moment is something that we take for granted nowadays. We need to realize that
maybe, even though we have our friends and family now, we might not have them in the future. But in this
moment, they are all we have. And they are the ones we are making memories with. They are the reason for
who we are today.
These are the people who help shape us
into who we are. How are we supposed to have
stories to tell if we don’t live our lives? We have
to live through it first. And being able to do it
with your best friends or family members is the
best way to go. They are the people who are
beside us in everything. Why not make them
memorable.
If you don’t take these chances, you
never know where you might go. That’s the
scary part. So take the chance, and make those
amazing memories and never, ever take them for
granted. You have one life, one chance. So
choose your path, and make the memories that
stay with you forever. You may not be the one
to make your memories, but you sure do have a
choice of who’s in them.

Expressive Portrait
Jacob Coon

12th Grade, Lewis Central High School
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Of Stardust and SeaWater
Korrie Zeschmann

12th Grade, Lewis Central High School
There once lived a tortoise and a sea turtle. The tortoise was very old and very wise about the world
around him, but he was also troubled. You see, he was not long for this world, and since he had never had
any children, he had no one to pass his knowledge.
The sea turtle was young and unhappy. He had many questions, but no one in the ocean seemed to
have the answers he sought. He often returned to the beach where he was born, looking for guidance. That
is where they met. That is where they decided to meet from then on to discuss everything the tortoise had
learned in his years of life.
At dusk, the tortoise would pick a single peony with his mouth and gently carry it to a spot just out
of reach of the waves that lapped the shore.
Every night the tortoise would do this, and every night the sea turtle would move with his flippers
up the beach, far less gracefully then he moved in the water. The tortoise would answer the sea turtle to the
best of his abilities and tell all he had learned.
This w ent on for months, until there was a bed of live peonies mixed with dead. When the bed was
finished, just big enough to fit the tortoise, he settled comfortably into it.
That night, they talked farther into the night then they have before because the tortoise knew that he
would be lucky to see the sun rise. As dawn neared, tears rose in the sea turtle’s eyes.
“I’m not ready for you to go!” He cried. “There is so much left I have to learn.”
“Do not worry, for I am made of but stardust and sea water. Though you shall not see me, I will
always be with you. Years from
now, when you have learned all
you wish, you will join me in
the stars.”
The sea turtle nodded
quietly. They sat together in
silence, and sometime between
when the last star burned out
and the first ray of light, the
tortoise left this world.
The sea turtle stayed
with him until he had no tears
left. Then he slowly made his
way back into the ocean, his
home. And though he was
alone, he didn’t feel it when the
waves that passed him sounded
like his friend's voice.

Wrapped Panda
Haley Garcia

10th Grade, Kanesville Alternative Learning Center
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Military Tactics Throughout U.S . History
Ian Dreessen

12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
Over the course of U.S. history, the United States has lost around 1,300,000 soldiers during our
entire time at war. During these times of war our military tactics have changed and adapted in order to
achieve victory over the enemy. From increasing the production of new weapons and technologies, to the
borrowing and adopting of foreign tactics and weaponry, the United States has been largely successful in
defending their allies and principles. Three wars that changed the United States military tactics forever were
the Civil War, World War I, and the War in Vietnam.
World War I used a variety of different tactics, since new technology was being introduced at the
time, but still held officers who insisted on the use of old military charges and attacks. These tactics were
quickly changed due to the invention of the automatic machine gun, which could wipe out an entire charge
within minutes (Patton). We then adopted the change of our weaponry use and advanced our military with
the help of the French.
The U.S. played a key role in the supply of our allies as historians state,“In order to relieve the
British and European allies already on the battlefront, the United States Navy was tasked with transporting
millions of American soldiers and supplies across the Atlantic to France” (United States Navy Operations
During World War I).
This allowed us to supply our allies with fresh troops and weaponry, which helped them to
ultimately defeat their opposition and go on to win the war. Many of the battles fought in World War I
were back and forth trench warfare which often led the U.S. to use their troops to back and support allied
forces so their line wouldn’t be pushed back.
The new tactics the U.S
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Walking With Sole
Not Anymore

Mackenzie Trowbridge
11th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools

Haily Collins

8th Grade, Wilson Middle School
Lyla looked down. Passed her tense, intertwined
fingers, she stared at the floor, eyes unwavering. She wasn’t
oblivious to the large man spitting profanities at her, but she
was trying hard to be.
“Look at me!” A sharp, calloused hand landed on
her face. She fell out of the stiff chair and roughly to the
ground, which pulled her flesh unforgivingly, skinning her
knees. She felt warm liquid drip from her nose. She didn’t
move as her golden hair hung down. Small drops of blood
formed a puddle. Henry let out a disgusted snort and
turned, brushing a glass cup off the dining table as he went.
“Clean it up,” he muttered as it shattered. Small shards
skidded into Lyla’s puddle, immediately being tainted by
her DNA. Just like I am by my father’s, Lyla thought. She
had thought about telling someone, anyone, many times.
But she had felt that if she stayed with him, maybe he would
return to the loving father he had been when she was young.
When her mother was still alive. Her chin trembled and her
eyes started to fill with blurring water.
She started to let out a sob but cut it short, not wanting Henry to come back. She blinked them
away, eyes focusing more on the blood spattered scene before her. She was sickened at the thought of him
having so much power over her. That she did nothing to defend herself. Thirteen years and every one of the
millions of seconds of pain and misery were caused by this man. I have had enough, Lyla decided. She ripped
herself up from the ground and trampled over the glass, shoving through her screen door. Walking away
from her depression. Leaving it behind.
“No more.” She whispered to herself over and over. “No more.” She spoke as she slammed her way
down the stairs. “No more.” She shouted as her shoes touched the cemented street. “No mo-” Henry heard
an awful thudding noise from his spot in front of the television.
Andrew jumped out of his car. “No. Oh my god.” Fear consumed his body as he reached a shaking
hand toward the mangled girl lying beside his car. “Say something.” He knelt down and brushed locks of
matted hair from her face. Lyla tried to open her eyes, but the only movement she had over her body was
her breathing. Her chest rose slowly. He took a deep breath and tried to think. He shoved a hand into his
pocket and retrieved his phone.
She could hear everything. She tried to speak or cry or even reach through her numbness to feel any
pain. But she couldn’t do anything, not anymore.
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The Boy in the Stars
Reegan Wolford

8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
He knew he was dying. Just looking at him would have told you that. The way his body had
withered away under the illness like paper dipped in water. His whole life was now measured in a
single increment, not in years or months, but in time. He knew that time was not on his side, but if
he was going to die, he didn’t want to die stuck in one small room with only wilted flowers and a
deflated balloon as company. He sat up in bed and looked out the window. The moon hovered
above the ground, casting a brilliant light on the world. He swung his feet off the bed and slowly
stood up. His bones seemed to creak like a rusted machine and he almost fell. Catching himself, he
made his way to the window, pushed it open, and climbed into the cool night air.
The grass tic kled his feet as he made his way into the woods that lay behind his house. He
found a clearing overflowing with wild-flowers and a late spring dew. He lay flat on his back,
looking up at the stars that painted the sky in a work of art that could make even da Vinci jealous. A
small stream of tears cascaded across his cheeks as his final breath escaped his lips and was lost in the
night breeze.
Suddenly, his body was shrouded in a heavenly light. His soul was transformed into a being
made of thousands of stars. It left his frail and lifeless body behind, and the boy’s soul leapt into the
sky. A warm breeze caught him, and he was scattered amongst the fireflies that dominated the night
sky. He became an angelic dancer who not only lived in the stars but was made of them. He had
given up his fear of time, for time did not exist here, and the hand of death had been destroyed. He
remained in the atmosphere as a celestial constellation, destined to play amongst those same fireflies
that he had dreamt about, forever more.

Bubble Girl
Ileana Lopez

7th Grade, Kirn Middle School
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Stereotypes
Hunter Hale

12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School

Love Story

Introduction

12th, Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School

Jenna Kurcz

“Forty-seven dollars for a piece of
cow, Donny. Forty-seven.”
Pipes never was one for the expensive
or posh and paying forty-seven dollars for a
prime rib at Leonardo's Bistro definitely
seemed to push the kid’s buttons.
Not that the small restaurant wasn’t
classy by any means. I mean, forty-seven
dollars for a prime rib definitely eliminates
the common rabble that might blow in
looking for a cheeseburger or four. And not
that money was an issue for the two young
gentlemen sitting in the corner booth
enjoying said prime rib. There just wasn’t a
thing on this green earth that Pipes
O’Donnell couldn't find a fault in.
“Soothe yourself my good Irish friend,” cooed Donovan. “Like you aren't enjoying eating this more than
whatever we have back at the dorm.”
I suppose some introductions are in line. The milky white complacent with the ruby red hair and singsong voice is named Kyle O’Donnell, but due to his natural talent at singing, everyone just calls him “Pipes”.
The handsome young man he’s sharing the corner booth with is Donovan Kirkman, “The Don” himself.
The young man fr om Boston is as close to physical perfection as any girl or boy alike would admit. His chestnut
hair curved and parted perfectly always, just as his straight toothed smile does. His unblemished skin was the
perfect shade of peach to compliment his striking blue eyes.
Both boys “attended” (whenever they found themselves in the mood for it) Blatfell Reform Academy for
Boys nestled deep into the Boston Common. I say attended so loosely because those two boys find themselves
running the day to day operations at this school more often participating in them.
“All I’m saying is that’s a lot of money for a speckle of meat, Donny.” Pipes chirped around a full mouth.
Donovan eyed his closest friend knowingly. Pipes wasn't as used to this level of lifestyle yet, but he was
hurriedly coming around to it. Donovan smiled at the thought of the old Kyle O’Donnell who had just
transferred to Blatfell this year, the skinny Dublin transplant who had made a fast friend in Donovan the first
time they met in the dormitory. The y needed each other as allies in more ways than either would have thought
prior to their final year at Blatfell Reform Academy.
Donovan cleared his throat loudly and stood up, winking at his friend. He dabbed at the corners of his
mouth with his linen and dropped it onto his unfinished plate.
“It’s about that time, my friend,” Donovan said as he caught the attention of the owner from across the
room and pointed down to the table. The owner gave him a quick thumbs-up before turning and heading to the
back office. Pipes rolled his eyes and pushed off from the table. They had a very important meeting to be a part of.
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Who You Are

Courtney Christensen
12th Grade, Abraham Lincoln High School
Your hands pull me
Drag me
Even when I don’t want them to.
Smooth, silky and dark,
They’re always on the move
I don’t blame you, however
I blame your father.
Because of him,
You can’t stop.
You’ll be forced to keep pulling me
Until you die.
Until I die.
So until then,
Here I’ll wander
Being pulled by your hands
Around your face
Hearing the mesmerizing

The Lost Princess

Tick
Tock.

Abby Barnes

8th Grade, Saint Albert Catholic Schools
I stood there in awe at the word that just came out of the woman’s mouth. My Child. My
mother was at home, with my father and brother, not here standing in front of her. Of course the
only words I came out with in this mess were “Uhh…”
“I know you are confused, young one,” she said with a smile. “I will explain everything once
we get inside” her slender fingers reached out to me in the darkness.
Hesitantly, my shaking hands returned the nice deed. She beamed knowing I trusted her
even the tiniest of a fraction. Though deep inside, I thought this was a dream, I was still tucked away
in my bedroom, away from this perfect society. Away from her.
For being such a slender woman she had some strength behind her. In one pull I was out of
the vehicle and into her grasp. Her touch was so delicate as she embraced me, holding me there for a
little too long, like she had found me after looking so hard. Once she let go, I finally got a good look
at her. Sure she had the same bright green eyes that my mom back at home never had. And sure her
heart-shaped face matched up perfectly with mine. She still wasn’t my mother, she wasn’t the one
who helped me up when I fell, she wasn’t the one who has been there for me. She was never there.
“Come with me,” she said, guiding me but taking hold of my elbow she gestured for me to
follow. I reluctantly followed, knowing that this is only a dream, nothing bad can happen…
As we walked across the platform, a bridge slowly extended out to the most beautiful castle I
have ever seen. It was a dazzling white, almost iridescent in the sunlight. I was home.
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